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For

Everything that never happened
Every photograph that never got taken

And
Those trying to work it all out



This is a publication of two parts.

The first part is a selection of personal notes, poems, and thoughts that lay 
buried in various computers and in various states of completion. Sporadic 
documentation of certain feelings over a period of two years - Oglander, 
Penge and exile. Premature returns in hope of what? Returning to who and for 
whom? Things change. Stuff happens.

This is a about trying to sort that out.

A personal exercise in going back to switch off a feeling. Putting something to 
bed...       
        A Full stop.

Completing the circle

Peckham to Harlsden – A pilgrimage in vain

For the first time, maybe ever, I have felt or had no desire to be anywhere. 
I don’t want to be here and i don’t want to there…well, until you see an invite 
on Facebook and it makes you itch. Feeling trapped in a the massive expanse 
of the 21st Century with a late 20th mindset.  

Desire vs Sense. Dishonesty vs Honesty

Hopefully by doing this i can give myself clarity. Like walking through a 
emotional mind field with a rusty machete, cutting through the chaff and 
stomping out a path that not only i can follow but others too? 

I could stand before this field and think, hmmm, try and skirt round. Maybe 
thats easier but what will i gain. I could leave all this out of the story but I’d still 
know that this field existed. Maybe its time to harvest the darkness. Explore 
these thoughts and just see what’s in there.

The second part is a continuation of the previous, yet longer in length and 
over the time period of Autumn 2013 through to Summer 2014. Tales of 
commuting, getting lost, returning and leaving. 

Preface



Gonna Miss Ya Kid:

I’ll miss ya kid,
I doubt you’ll wait,

I bet I will,
A sorry trait.

Black woman at Myatt Fields Park (11.11.12)

“Hello”

Apprehensively turn,

Red coat, smiling, hands me a flyer,

“God is calling”

“I know, I’ve had a few missed calls off him,
But i dare not ring back, 
I’m worried about what he wants to talk about!”

Alternatively:

“I know, I’ve had a few missed calls off him,
but i can’t call back as i have no credit”

Actuality:

I just said thanks and walked away.



Wank #2

Closed eyes 

Recovery position, cold tiled floorGreen trimmings, and a locked door.
Closed hand, clasping hopeKissing?
Nope.
Just…
Shortening rope

Tightened noose 
Chair kicked away
Final act before end of day

See men crying
See men trying
See oneself slowly dying
Weeping

Soft boy

Continued existence

We’ll do it all again someday
An act of love?
Played out alone



Untitled #1

Sun bleached poster advertising lives.

Wet Tesco 
Sandwiches and the scent of chicken

Fried.
Let go balloons

Free…for a bit,

Till they get too high.

The Pressure

That will get to them in the end.

Pressure
That will get them in the end.

It’ll get you mum, it’ll get us all!!!

  

 The settee was brought out by forklift,

The hole had to be enlarged,

The whole in the ground where

???    would be placed. 

Placed or thrown?

Dropped, but ultimately alone

    Yes but no,

Want, but no in the long run.

Into the wild with a final breath

Realisation, 
Its life over death.

Final act, the big conversation

The experiment peters out.

Last image, last thought, last doubt.

Silence = no?
Does the very idea of silence exist anymore?

Science can you give me any answers?

[Silence]
Reading an article about the driverless tube.

Soon we become useless

Soon we become

Soon we
Soon
     Obsolete



We outdid ourselves.

Finally
We outdid ourselves and fucked it up for future

Sperm and Eggs
Sperm with potential,
We wanked away
I tossed out, like the rubbish,

Onto those soulless sheets

Streets...
Arriving into a void.
He didn’t have a chance.

Promised something else (A Gammon Cathedral)

Snowblind sperm,
May you rest in peace.



Untitled #3

I sometimes long to put my dick
In a hole I shouldn’t

I sometimes long to kiss
The lips I couldn’t,

I sometimes long to hold,
The body you wouldn’t.

I sometimes think, that maybe,
There’s something wrong with me.

Untitled #2

Pick me up
Come on 
Please?

Up

Please!

Down the hatch, 

Inside of you - making yo, yo...
Yellow :)

Blue comes later
Or in the day when i have nothing to do

Feeling tired
Always

Shit...



Untitled #4

Blown brains out of dark holes
2 for the price of one
Protruding from
A face in a 
Godless
Place

Mine

Itchy
Arses
Underneath
Places You Cant
Reach, whilst walking
Along the main road you’ve
Been walking in order to get
Yourself to your parents home

Dreaming of port cities in the North West
Not hollow cities in the South East
Ficticious cities Built on
Ficticious funds. Not
Existing. Publicly
Falling. Abusing
My body. City
Scarring

   All under false skies



ISGLAM

IS-GLAM

IS(G)LAM

“Albert smacked me” 

“No i didn’t”



17.2.2014 13.58

Red clock facesAt the onset of red nights.Dusk in a sandstone cityWhere it is
Lonely waiting for your death

“Are you here for the service?” She askedI am
Planning for the greatest show i’ll never seeI don’t wanna fight the tiedI am
The lovestruck cowboyWho
Watched a brother get fondled on MyvidsterBy hands
In a
Perpetual state of decay
Exit wounds

“Are you here for the service?” He askedI am 
This far away from being an alcoholic
I am an abuserWho hates but loves himself



Untitled #4

Shame is a mental picture of disgrace

Ritualistic deviance

Lumpy head

Boys bed

Liquor in the morning as pasta parcels flung from windows 

Scatter over parked cars

One story below

A tale of woe

Not to be followed

Others will make it

You will not

Stagger to the bus stop

Ipod blasting curated sadness

Letting others down

Please knock next time

Dan your drinking too much

Dan your drinking too much 

Dan your drinking too much

I FUCKIN KNOW



Tipping taxis, unpaid taxes

Benefit cheats SUPPOSEDLY litter the street

300% rent increase

Crumbling mansions as bishops fingers

Fondle boys as nuns linger

Waiting for a

DOWNFALL IN FULL BLOOM

A downy in the corner of the room

Wish i could be like you.

Angels in ships

  And chip shops

Those unfortunate horses on the edge of towns

What’s left to conserve when you’ve destroyed it all

Dredging the toxic future

What’s left to conserve when you’ve destroyed it all.

A Cloud resting on a tabletop

A Stillborn rebel 

A culture smothered in its infancy.



Impure thoughts in church:

Head bowed the wrong way
Counting ceiling lights
Drifting 
Eyes roll
Seeking
Shelter behind the alter

Levitating statues. 
   Pop
The sound of
A thousand girls losing their virginity
At the same time
Priests robes cover alter boys. 
Felatio as the bread is lifted.
Tabards moving like the lungs of a panicked frog.

Cromwells and Infidels
Levitating snakes
Bell ends ring out
Interracial tonsures spurting
Facial blurting
Latin verses

The turtle draws his head into his shell.
And
I want to bite the legs of the person in front of me.



Energy Drinks:

Woman in the shop that smells like Wales states:

“Im not allowed to sell you this”

“Why?”

“I’ve been told not to sell anyone in the football team energy drinks”

“Im not in the football team”



SMUGGLER

A mega bucket

Borrowed from Tesco

Sunblushed Scots enter

Counting pockets

HE’S A SMUGGLER

Shouted from either side of the bed

Ripped open mouths from which 

Eyeballs protrude

POP POP POP

POP IT WITH THE UMBRELLA

Black crayon rubbed all over

Scratched

Revealing

Top and tail

Skin peeling

Heavy Breathing

Falling asleep 

First



Metal Defector

I AM THE METAL DEFECTOR

What am i on about?

I dunno anymore!



Walking home from Keele:

The methane filled my lungs.

Something had spooked the horses.
My shadow long and the rainbow faint.
I can’t stop crying smoke.

Mining for tears that evaporate on contact.
Pink sky. Orange logos.

Yellow arms reaching for 

The scarred sky reflected in those sodden pits.
A pony trapped between a wall and the wimpy estate.
“You want a sausage roll”

“I said no”

“I’ll have a ham sandwich”

Poles injected into the earth,

Bladder blasting sibling shit off before laying claim to my turf,
My throne. I’ve been desperate to return.
Shadows cast by light behind getting smaller.
My homes down there.

I used to live down there.



Somewhere.

Pink hue.

Windows lit by faded light and

Mocked by crippled assassins,
Up the alley by the Womble Inn
She had collapsed in Morrisons.
“I’ll never forgive him for what he did to your father”

E-FAGS/HAGS:

Two ladies puffing on e cigarettes.

“Ive got my real ones in my pocket if you fancy one”





COMMUTE

2013



“We’re not looking after ourselves” states Rachael...

We all agree but make light of it, laughing nihilistically,

yet with a knowing sense of dread that she’s right.

Silence descends.

We sip at our shandies, Rums/Cokes and Bloody Marys.

Swirling the glass, I look down.

Septic shandy, foaming like the bit between my face and the open sore 

That is

The corner of my mouth

Waves of anger. Bangers and Pilau. Waves of ecstasy.

No in-between; devoid of a middle.

The void between two polar extremes.

I move my hand between the two, just to make sure this is no optical 
illusion.

This is real. This is for real, as Pink Grease once sang.

Drift as a process of discovery.

Contemplation.

Transcendental states distract from

Financial constraints and moral commitments.

What’s the point? 



Chancellor just announced we’ll be working ‘til we’re 70

If we ever live that long.

Generational punishment.

The act of being born.

Selfish assumptions of pessimistic degenerate youth.

What even is youth any more?

Fuck you Tesco, I am going to steal.

I want these people on their knees, shitting themselves.

Stinking of their own gold-flaked faeces. Platinum laced piss.

My bony, bloody finger, taut against the trigger.

Trembling.

I am beginning to lose all sense of pity, morality and fully aware of

My dwindling and unaccomplished mortality.

My voice quivering

I ask them if they know why I might be feeling this way.

They do not understand.

I am a terrorist. I am poor. I deserve this hand.

I am of low intelligence therefore I deserve everything I am dealt.

Social mobility cannot exist. Money stays within the moneyed few.

Your name’s not down; you’re not coming in.



The crippled lesbian bouncer at the door folds her arms smugly.

She’s been lied to; she’ll be next.

A private army to protect the few, terabytes over terracotta

Our cells become obsolete.

Battered souls flee the body opportunistically.

Others turn on themselves

Mental banality gives way to mental disease.

X factor.

We are the Jews blacks and gays of former oppression

We are humans.

Sold false dreams on borrowed time and interest within their interests.

Repeat.

Money stays within the moneyed few.

For a brief moment, I have resumed some form of power.

I can send ‘it’ spiralling into a universal abyss.

Eternal power cut: I can hear the voices of loved ones but

I cannot see and I cannot respond.

Cut back; head bowed.

To witness the future through a pint of shandy.



I am angry and I don’t know what to do.

I’m going away for a while.

Slowly beginning to tilt, I leave the patchwork pavement.

Botched Nynex, gas and broadband.

I am leaving terra firma; 45 degree incline toward an inverted twilight.

A forest of sausages (jumbo).

I can see their juicy tips,

Their bases hidden by an elevated quilt of talent show dry ice.

Cabaret number one.

Why do they stand more of a future than I?

I reach out to steady myself.

My hand slips down the greasy and uneven surface of the pole.

Slowed down = erotic. I become

unbalanced.

Slicing through the mist. No resistance.

I find myself genuflecting before

The tanned, meaty stump.

I look up. Armless messiah. Unrequited embrace.

The upper half of my body resides above the mist.

I raise my hand, slowly lifting and turning the palm toward my face.



Sand.

Perspiration before the sign of peace at Catholic mass mixes with

the greasy pre-cum, acting as an

adhesive agent; transforming into shards on exposure to my sickly 
breath.

Catalyst: reaction.

Step back.

The clouds, hung like tables in a leather bar begin to crystallize before 
me.



B&Q on a Sunday
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Line, one inch off.

Draped over.

And i can’t get a job in a library

Maybe i should fall down the stairs,

Shoot up in the toilet

Equality in the workplace

Blue moooooooooon

I saw you standing…..

Alone

Closed door

Anal rage

Fatal erection

The robber and the monk - the monk chases after robber telling him he 
had forgotten something.

Plague sailing: chapter of book. Cruising. Online. Porn? Endless 
searching. Bareback lottery.

Click. Next. Next. Interesting. Open in new tab. Click. Click. Hmmm 
not as good as it thought it would be. Click. Click. [Hear something 
in another room - Quickly open up ‘safe’ site - all clear - return] New 
Search. Click. Click. Click. Click. New Search. Scroll down. Page 2. 
Scroll Down. Of Interest. Open in new tab. Click. Click. 20 minutes 
pass. Click….page 27. New Search. Black. Scroll Down. Page 2. Of 
Interest. Open. Sub menu. Scroll across. Nothing. Back. Back. Scroll 
Down. Page 3….



Euro sceptic

Euro/sceptic

Euro/septic - band name?

Timeout at the bottom of a bag

“Okay, received, goodnight”

Jobless wanking

Plague sailing

Glass in my flapjack

A worm on concrete

Salt thrown over the wrong shoulder

“Spine creased; slight wear”

SOME CREASING AND TANNING

Generation 9/11

Paid trainee

Black echo

WHY

Where love lies bleeding

Something smells like the house i want to live in in the future

Exit wounds

Exit holes



Bum hole

Wiping bum on a towel

No-defining - too broad.

Virtual space over physical space

Vastness - plateau

Yet still want to name?

Condition of this vastness - awareness and need to grasp?

Lay (lines) down the west coast main line

All these things we’ve seen before us, lets not think oh…, lets make 
them our own

Let us run

Don’t clip our wings

Let us run

I wanna be the music editor on homes under the hammer

Your so so long

That magic disease

Ideal being

Memories of a banana plant

Memoirs of a banana plant

Crisps everywhere



A weird buffet at JFK’s

Mega prawns

Shat room

Shat Roulette

Chipped mugs

Arthur larger

Arthur shandy

Arthur Bitter

Ramadaus Ramadaus

Negromaniac

The way the sunlight enters the window in nana’s front room

Anti -twee

Top fear

And now my Peaches gone.

Gen Y Cajj

New worm order

On a hovercraft, its going upside down and we’re bouncing off the 
ceiling

A tribute to lost ideas and thought

Those who history forgot that played a vital part



Only the winners go through, not those who helped the winner win.

Chain reaction where only the end product and the beginning are no-
ticed.

Crawling backwards through the sewer. Small hole in the wall. Is that 
the devil? Blue with white frills and top hat.

The Croc Whisperer of Barron River

Fractured silence

The smell of rain on tarmac

Money into leather gashes

The Devil walks amongst us.

Gasps in the congregation and looking around.

Pink sky over red bricks

Steelite 1998

A defunct bridge from one factory to the next

A cat slipping through a round hole

Gangs of kids crossing gas pipes, climbing railings and smashing tiles 
against tiles that are already smashed

Afraid of change

Afraid of something new

The day of the ladybirds - the day the ladybirds died

Drag queen names: Black-Keith Climate Camp



They are trannies who think they’re being fabulous but they’re not be-
ing fabulous they’re just being trannies.

95.68p owed

I didn’t really wanna leave but i knew i had too. I started crying in the 
car. Dad pulled over somewhere near Blackheath. We waited for a few 
minutes and then continued.

From across the wounded galaxy I called for you. You. You know who!

Yes you tell me to lie on that blanket that someone provided. But who?

I’m shit scared I’ve met them and fucked them off somehow.

Blossom in the subway

Strang’er’ways (Prison)

“Everyone was in to Take That and i was into Meatloaf and Tori Amos.”

Coke and temazepam

A temazepam and coke please :)

How weird are the mini hills from the train

I want a zopiclone!

!!!

DNA SZOR

Animals of the death strip - nothing to stop them. Unaffected. World 
changes as wall comes down!

It looks better as a mess



One, maybe?

They can’t express

It looks way better as a mess

What the fuck can you add?

I dunno

You think your in Germany.

But we aint?

Sometimes its nice to think we are but we aint

Island mentality

Nothing. I feel for you

We may have kissed.

But

I have a thing for a Hitler youth

I doubt you will ever think of me,

…but if you are make sure you remember I’m thinking of you.

DISSIPATION BENEATH THE EYES

SHITTING ABOVE ME

OLD PEOPLE DOING SCRATCH CARD TOGETHER

BLASTING THAT WOMAN CROSSING THE ROAD



“Their father killed himself 38 years later following the death of his wife 
and a loneliness brought on by deafness.”

Half your life with a face in a bowl.

Week 38 Chicago house

Waiting on an angel

I hate that i need air to breathe

I hate that i need air to live

A sucker for a simple tune.

An epic chorus

Stormy weather

Its getting harder to hide

The campness is seeping out of me.

I am a leaky bucket (self portrait)

PLEADING IN BLOOD
PLEADING WITH BLOOD
PLEADING THROUGH BLOOD

Sticking by a bad decision so you don’t loose face (even though you 
know your wrong)

Gone to far that there is no way of going back

Are you not cold?

“No” (actually I’m freezing…)

Giving the impression that your having a good time :)



On the wrong side of the bed

We are not going to be ready on time

We were not

RAKING THE DEATH STRIP



A SEASON IN 
DOUBT



Part 1

Sacred cats scarred with blue eyes.

Small flowers tangled between the hairs of my leg

Shiny bodies

Always thinking of what happened before

Aztec insects smooching

Your backbone is me 

Sitting on a balcony 

In Berlin

Leather man with a fan

Toilet attendant

“Hurry up everyone’s gotta do their drugs too”

I watched him leave but he was still in front of me

The only thing stopping me is…

Two duelling butterflies

Trying to work it all out is as futile as a moth trying to get to the moon



A casual interaction

Places = Mist

Fictitious to those who never saw

All for one and one for

All?

When we run our fingers across the railings

Does it make us feel like someone else is there?

Metal = Contact = Something



Part 2

14th of April on the 8th of July

The final countdown in an airport bar

Thinking of someone

Weird

Not used to feeling like this

Mind stuck in flashback mode

15 mile walk across Brandenburg

Centre to exit

Taking it

Even though you are fully aware that it is damaging you.

Scrubland surrounding potential

Escape

The hinterland where the gypsies live

Drooling at the thought of a travel lodge

Full on serotonin depletion

Getting the fear

Trembling through security

Got the fear



Falling in love a little bit

Getting the fear

Got the fear

Holding hands in the back of a cream coloured taxi

Turkish eyes dart down the central mirror

Disapproving look

Coupled with

Disappearing luck

Two

Double D’s

Your head on my shoulder

You place my arm around your neck

Gentile warts

Status Quo

They announce the gate has opened

Leaving again

Natürlich



Part 3

Mistaking an ’S’ for an eel along Waltersdorfer

Intertwined in a barrel and

Sprawled across a single bed in an unfurnished room

Two hung up to smoke

A future Tomb

Aware of your size and my severed tongue

Disco injury inside the cave of little communication

“Turning up out of the blue”

Fuck





Wish i could stay a little longer with you

Your lips are quite plump for a thin boy

Or maybe that was the ecstasy

Double dropping as the arrow inflicts a serious wound

Storm clouds over Europe

A turbulent return to nothing

A lesbian with the upper hand

Maybe the two of us are just gentile warts?

The retina scanner refused to work as we had consumed too much

Eyes shudder infrequently

Double flesh over sheetless beds

Swapping glasses so i can see the world like you do!

I found your tobacco in my pocket. 

You didn’t text me back :(



(Copy + Past)


